Integrating productivity
For competitive imaging enterprises that need automation, optimization and consolidation, Intelerad offers InteleSuite™, an integrated RIS/PACS in a single vendor solution, supported by Intelerad's standard for service, performance, and usability.

InteleSuite blends IntelePACS® together with Intelerad’s InteleRIS™, delivering streamlined operations for practice management, enterprise diagnostics and clinical collaboration. InteleSuite provides a single solution for radiologists and a paperless, efficient environment for growing imaging centers or hospitals.

INTELESUITE OFFERS
› Automated operations with a complete RIS/PACS solution that is flexible and customizable, saving time across the imaging value chain.
› Maximized utilization of enterprise resources and imaging volume, helping providers do more with less as reimbursements decline.
› Intuitive interfaces for staff and radiologists to increase productivity.
› Higher service levels and satisfaction for referring physicians and patients, increasing referrals, return visits and revenues.
› Scalable, flexible architecture tailored for organizations managing multiple locations or systems for image acquisition or reading.
GROWING BUSINESS

› Optimize Revenue: Modules for billing pre-authorization and verification and Meaningful Use tracking.

› Eliminate Inefficiency: Achieve one view of patients with Master Patient Index, providing better visibility on patient scheduling.

› Order Perfectly: Validate and assign orders with Acquisition Traffic Control.

› Administate Easily: Manage staff, patients, IT and order acquisition control from one web console.

› Go Paperless: Integrate document or DVD scanning, creation and distribution within RIS or PACS.

› Perform Intelligently: Drive continuous improvement and efficiency with actionable informatics reports.

ENERGIZING RADIOLOGY

› Unify Imaging: Streamlined unified enterprise workflow for radiologists, transcriptionists and technologists, with study linking, parking, signing and RIS integration.

› Accelerate Subspecialties: Embedded workflow tools (breast imaging, image fusion, advanced visualization) and multi-step protocols in one interface.

› Read Anywhere: Consistent intuitive web viewing with preference roaming and sophisticated hanging protocols.

› Report Naturally: Flexible dictation logic, voice recognition and intelligent macros multi-method reporting (MMR) adapt to radiologist styles to maximize diagnostics flow.

DELEVERING ACCESSIBILITY

› Instant Sharing: Auto report generation and delivery across referrers’ preferred channels.

› Universal Viewing: Zero-footprint viewing of images and results from internal or 3rd party PACS archives.

› Clinical Collaboration: Proactive real-time hub for patient order activity, tailored worklists (specialists, EDs) and self-service study sharing for physicians.

› Real-time Results: Notify referrers with imaging results as they happen, using a streamlined iOS app for instant alerts.

› Peer Review: Complete scoring, quotas, and discrepancy notifications with holistic dashboards and reports.

IMPROVING CARE

› Simplified Integrity: One vendor source for all solutions, support, upgrades and fixes.

› Sustained Success: Keep the pulse of the enterprise with an award-winning platform for software, service and support.

› Powerful Performance: Hybrid server-side renders, pre-fetching and smart streaming built by architecture experts.

› Scalable Services: Archiving and disaster recovery that flexibly grow as fast as imaging enterprises do.

InteleSuite is customizable to your evolving needs. Please refer to your contract agreement for details on your InteleSuite features and functionality.